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BRIEFS

Parting

Thoughts
th Dean Lee

a~ interview

w1

Bollinger
After 21 years on the
law school faculty and
seven as dean, Lee
Bollinger is leaving the
University of Michigan
July 1 to become provost
at Dartmouth University.
Here, he shares his
thoughts on the state of
the law school and his
accomplishments here.
LQN : As you prepare to
move on to a new institution,
how would you describe the
state of this one?
LB: It's as strong as I've
ever seen it. It's difficult to
talk about the strengths of the
law school, because the facts
and statistics you could
provide really don't go to the
true heart and soul of this
place. I'm always very, very
impressed by the personal
dedication of the people
around this institution. That
to me is a sign of real strength.
You can look at the LSAT
scores of the entering class or
the number of articles published; all of those are quite
spectacular, but of course,
they don't mean anything if
the people behind those
statistics aren't acting with the
kind of dedication and
integrity that you want. I
don't think there's any law
2

school in the country that
exceeds this institution in its
seriousness of purpose as well
as the abilities of the people
here, and I mean both faculty
and students.
LQN: Given that, what do
you think are the biggest
challenges and opportunities
the law school faces?
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LB: I think that you must
build generations to succeed
yours. I count among the
greatest achievements of the
school since I've been dean
the formation of a new
generation of scholars. That
needs to be continued. That's
a very high priority.
I think we also need to
look at the law school curriculum and ask very hard

questions about whether it is
sufficient for the kinds of lives
our students are going to lead.
I myself have serious reservations about the third year of
law school in particular. I
think if you put people who
are 24-25 or older behind
desks and simply call on them
to answer questions, you are
Continued on page 4
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Le
becomes
dean

Dean Bollinger enjoyed the f and,
funny memories f acuity shared at his
farewell dinner.

confident that he will serve all
of us as an excellent representative of the law school."
At 3 7, Lehman is the
school's youngest dean since
its early days as a law departJeffrey Sean Lehman will
ment in 1859. He is believed
succeed Lee Bollinger as dean
of the University of Michigan
to be the youngest dean at any
Law School.
American law school today.
The University's Board of
Professor Theodore St.
Antoine, who headed the
Regents approved Lehman's
school's advisory search
appointment in May. He will
·>Committee, said, 'jeff Lehman
begin his term as the school's
will bring youthful vigor and
fourteenth dean on July 1.
Lehman currently is
imagination as well as mature
judgment and compassion to
professor of law and public
policy at the law school and at the deanship. The law school
is blessed by his selection."
the University's Institute of
'jeff is a study in contrasts
Public Policy Studies. A
- wonderful contrasts," St.
nationally-recognized expert
on taxation and welfare law,
Antoine commented. "He has
a steel-trap mind and a warm,
he has been a member of the
faculty since 1987. He has just human touch. He is a master
of an arcane, businesscompleted a year away from
Ann Arbor as a visiting
oriented subject, federal
professor at the Yale Law
taxation, and of a gritty
School and the University of
subject, welfare law. He
usually knows exactly where
Paris.
he's going, but he doesn't run
Lehman's selection caps a
national search for Bollinger's
over people to get there ."
Lehman earned a bachelor's
successor. "Many outstanding
candidates were identified and degree in mathematics from
Cornell University in 1977
considered for this position,"
said Gilbert Whitaker, Jr.,
and a law degree and a
provost of the University. "I
master's degree in public
want to recognize publicly the policy from Michigan in 1981.
An exceptional student, he
careful, thoughtful efforts of
the search advisory committee was editor-in-chief of Volume
and to express my delight that 78 of the Michigan Law
Review. Ned Gramlich,
Professor Lehman has acdirector of the Institute of
cepted this position. I am
Public Policy Studies, recalled
that when Lehman took on

Jeffrey Lehman

Law Review duties, he asked
permission to stop attending
his IPPS classes and study
independently. "He scored the
highest on the final exams
without even coming to class,"
Gramlich said.
After graduation, Lehman
clerked for Chief Judge Frank
M. Coffin of the United States
Court of Appeals for the First
Circuit and for Justice John
Paul Stevens of the U.S.
Supreme Court. He practiced
tax law for four years with the
Washington, D. C. firm of
Caplin and Drysdale, where
he specialized primarily in
leveraged lease negotiation.
He also did some litigation
and was the primary author of
a brief before the Supreme
Continued on page 7
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Parting Thoughts (continued from page 2)
not respecting their maturity
and you are not taking full
advantage of their talents. I do
think there are programs we
could initiate to allow independent research and writing
that would be very beneficial.
I also think we have too
few faculty for the size of the
student body. We need
smaller classes for better
education. Unfortunately,
under the practical constraints
of the world, we have only so
much money to hire faculty
and support students.
LQN: How has the law
school's international focus
changed in your years as
dean?
LB: We've developed
several international initiatives: We've set up programs
where our faculty have an
opportunity to teach American law at foreign institutions.
The first of these is a threeyear-old program with Tokyo
University. At this point, a
quarter of our faculty who
had never been to japan have
taught briefly there, and that
will continue. We now have
set up a similar program with
Cambridge University in
England, and I'm trying to
arrange this with a top
institution in Mexico. We've
also expanded the number of
visitors from abroad. Every ·
year we have between five and
10 distinguished visiting
faculty from around the
world. We've tried to expand
the opportunities for our
students to study abroad as
well; for example, we have a
program with University of
Leiden in the Netherlands.

4

LQN: What about external
changes that have shaped
education here?
LB: We've heard reports
from many people that the
practice of law has changed
dramatically in the last decade
and that for many people it is
less satisfying than it has been
for previous generations.
We are asked, as institutions
preparing people for that
world, to do something about

Perhaps what we do
best is to give students
an ideal of what law can
be like. That grand ideal
can then provide a
constant reference point
for evaluating just what
law and life are like,
and might be.
it. I am dubious that law
schools can really implement
any kind of reform of legal
practice. I do think we can
prepare students for it, and
we've tried to do that. I've set
up a forum on changes in the
practice of law and invited in
distinguished alumni to talk
very candidly with students
about what the practice of law
is like. We've offered some
courses on legal practice
today. However, as we have
constructed law schools in the
United States, we can never
really prepare people completely for the practice of law.
We have only a partial angle
of vision on the practice.
Perhaps what we do best is to
give students an ideal of what
law can be lik~. That grand
ideal can then provide a
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constant reference point for
evaluating just what law and
life are like, and might be.
One of the most dramatic
changes in the history of the
school has been a shift, mostly
in the last decade, from being
a publicly supported institution with very low tuition to a
completely self-supporting
institution now with tuition
rates comparable to our peer
institutions. Within this
context, we have tried hard to
maintain Michigan's stature as
of the great law schools. That
has meant mostly developing
closer relationships with
alumni and asking them for
more contributions. The $75
million capital campaign is the
law school's most ambitious
fund-raising effort by far.
Right now, we're at approximately $38 million. The only
way we can continue to
compete with the other major
schools, almost all of which
are private, is to have very
strong endowment and annual
giving programs. We have
tried to create a relationship
with alumni that makes
Michigan graduates feel that
they are part of the institution,
as private schools have done
for years. We've done the
same for international alumni,
holding major reunions in
Florence and Tokyo, and the
first ever international reunion
here in Ann Arbor.
LQN: What other ways
have you involved alumni,
and how does that enhance
the law school community'
LB: Alumni can help you in
many ways. One of the great
benefits is that they can give

Tributes and
mementos
When it came time to bid a
public farewell to Dean Lee
Bollinger and his family at a
dinner in April, the faculty
found it a formidable task.
Here was a man so acutely
self-aware that there was no
way to lighten the bittersweet
moment by "roasting" him
with gentle ribbing. Instead,
his colleagues shared fond
memories and visions of his
strengths. But perhaps the
best measure of the man and
his deanship can be seen in
the gifts he will take with him
to Dartmouth and what he
leaves behind.

BRIEFS
The departing dean can take the
Law Quadrangle with him to
Dartmouth, in the form of a scale
model that even lights up.

In recognition of his
fondness for the beautiful
surroundings of the law
school, the faculty presented
him with a scale model of the
Law Quadrangle. "We've
reduced the school to fit into
the middle of your table. You
can literally take the school
with you. Michigan can get no
smaller nor any farther away
than this," said Professor
Joseph Vining as he presented
the model. 'Think of us, on a
Lilliputian scale, inside it." ·
The faculty also presented .
Bollinger a gift of essays, his
favorite form of literature. The
essays are three original issues
of Samueljohnson's periodical series "The Rambler," as
they were sold on the streets
of London 250 years ago.
They were selected to reflect
themes personally appropriate
for Bollinger: future projects;
retirement, or the dangers of
seclusion from the world; and
curiosity, which is sometimes

Finally, Terrence Elkes,
j.D. '58, national chair of the
Law School Campaign,
presented the gift from
alumni that will keep on
giving to generations of
students. "We have, with
warm affection, established
the Bollinger Prize, an annual
award," he told the dean.
Pledges now total $25,000,
and Elkes encouraged alumni
and faculty to help double or
triple the fund. Bollinger
himself will set the criteria
for the prize that will embody his own commitment to
building a great law school
by seeking and supporting
the best students.
From Bollinger's perspective, he and his family leave
~Ann Arbor with those
mementos and much more.
His wife, jean, acknowledged
a productive desire to learn
that they hold special
and sometimes a dangerous
memories of growing
snare for the busy mind.
professionally while their son
On behalf of the Law
Lee and daughter Carey grew
Library staff, director Margaret to adulthood. The dean
Leary gave Bollinger a photoadded, "The core of our lives
graph of the stained glass
has been lived here with you.
window in the reading room
This is where we created our
bearing the Dartmouth
family and our professional
College seal.
lives. The experience has
As dean, Bollinger not only been transformative. I now
established important Law
and always will think, look
School initiatives like internaand talk like a University of
tional reunions and the Law
Michigan Law School
School Campaign but comperson."
memorated them with two
beautiful posters. In keeping
To make a contribution
with this tradition, Anne
to the Bollinger Prize fund,
Percy Knott, assistant dean
write to Development and
and director of development
Alumni Relations at 721
and alumni relations, preS. State, Ann Arbor, Mich.
sented him a third poster of
48104-3071, or call
the University's villa in
(313) 998-7970.
Florence, Italy, the site of the
1994 European alumni
reunion.

you advice, and academic
institutions above all should
understand the value of
having many different perspectives on what it is you're
trying to do. Some distinguished alumni have come
back to teach. I view that as
another significant program,
because it brings new perspectives to the classroom.
Greater alumni involvement
can also help you get better
students. Beyond that, they
are simply great people who
add to the enjoyment of life.
LQN: What has been done
for minorities at the law
school?
LB: We've worked to make
this a place where minorities
will flourish. When I became
dean, there were great
tensions on campus. Minority
students on campus and at the
law school felt beleaguered.
We did a lot to make this a
more hospitable environment
for them. We hired a private
consultant to interview every
minority student and many
graduates to find out how
they felt about their experiences here. Then we had
many, many meetings to talk
about the issues and focus on
criticism of the classroom
environment. We as a faculty
and institution took these
criticisms seriously and tried
to change in many ways. I'm
proud to say that I think the
institution is a better place for
minorities today than it was.
We had a follow-up study
done last year; while there's
still work to be done, I think
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and the reports show that
minority students feel a great
deal more comfortable than
they did six years ago.
LQN: What other new
programs have been created
during your tenure?
LB: One I might mention
involves the law school and
the mass media. Through the
Knight Foundation grant, two
years ago we launched a
journalist-in-residence
program at the law school.
Each journalist spends a year
taking courses here and in
other areas on campus. Over
time, that will produce a
number of people in the
media who have been able to
take a break from their career
and give serious reflection to
issues they write about. Of
course, we benefit from the
presence of a practicing
journalist as well. In addition,
we've expanded the public
relations effort by hiring a
new director of media relations.
LQN: Do you have
any regrets or unfinished
business?
LB: I am disappointed that
we were not able to engage in
major curriculum reform.
We worked on it intensely
through two major committees and we made some first:year changes, but we were
unable to reach agreement on
the third-year curriculum.
We have made some other
changes. A group of faculty
has created the New Section,
and now another group is
designing a so-called Classical
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Section. We've increased the
amount of teaching about
ethics and professionalism.
Still, more remains to be
done, and I hope our efforts
will provide a base for future
reform.
Another project only
partially completed was my
campaign to recapture the
Reading Room, which has
been lost to undergraduates.
The Reading Room is one of
the finest buildings on
campus, and it would be a

I think that the
role of the dean is to
serve the people within
the institution and to
make their professional .
lives here as fulfilled
as you can.
great pity if it did not remain
an integral part of the law
school. I've tried to make sure
it does by using it for concerts
at the end of the fall semester
and by holding a memorial
service for Wade McCree
there. A second idea is to
convert the alcoves around
the perimeter into faculty
offices, so there would be 16
to 18 faculty in the reading
room. The Smith addition to
the library is a tremendous
achievement; it's beautiful and
serviceable, but one unfortunate result is a separation of
students from faculty. I think
all of these steps would
restore vitality to the Reading
Room.
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LQN: What are the
challenges you're looking
forward to at Dartmouth?
LB: Focusing on an
undergraduate college.
Dartmouth has professional
schools, but the heart of the
institution is the college. I'm
very interested in how
knowledge is developed and
communicated within that
forum. A lot of my intellectual
work draws on knowledge of
other fields, and I look
forward very much to deepening my understanding of those
fields. I'm also now working
on a book that tries to understand the structure of cultural
institutions - universities,
public broadcasting, museums, endowments for the arts,
preservation. Intellectually as
well as personally, it's natural
for me to want to take a
broader look at the university
and at other fields .
LQN: You taught while you
were a dean. Will you continue to teach at Dartmouth?
LB: I will be a tenured
faculty member of the Department of Government. I'll
continue to teach courses on
free speech and law and
culture for several reasons.
First, it's very important to
maintain a scholarly and
teaching life. It's an excellent
way of finding out what
students are like and what's
on their minds. Also, it's
important to keep doing what
the faculty do, because
otherwise it's too easy to
forget how difficult it is to
write and teach well. Teaching
also gives you a special
opportunity to explain to
students the greatness of their
institution.

LQN : After seven years as
the law school's leader, how
do you view the role of the
dean?
LB: I think that the role of
the dean is to serve the people
within the institution and to
make their professional lives
here as fulfilled as you can.
It's an ambiguous role; a dean
is a leader, yet a servant who
lives by the good will of the
faculty. At times there is great
difficulty in deciphering what
your authority is. It's constantly negotiable and worked
out on a daily basis. I've tried
my best to do whatever a dean
can to create harmonious
relationships among faculty
and between faculty and
students, so that everybody
can do what it is they are here
to do.
LQN: Over 20 years at the
Law School, what are the
fondest memories that stand
out for you7
LB: That's very hard,
because there are many, but
some do stand out. When I
became dean, Al Conard came
to me and gave me his
academic gown. It was a
beautiful gown. He said he no
longer felt he needed it and he
wanted me to have it. To me,
at the time and still today, it
typifies an attitude within this
institution that I prize beyond
all else.
Anybody who makes it to
this institution as a faculty
member or a student has
competed in the world very
successfully. These are people
with very high ambitions in
the best sense . To maintain a
relationship among them that
is supportive and caring is
something very special and
worth recognizing. I felt this
from the time I came here.

BRIEFS
Lehman (continued from page 3)
People were interested in
helping me have the best
career I could have. That
depends mostly on you and
your own energy, but a
critical element is the
willingness of other people
to help you along. I just
can't say enough about how
valuable that has been.
LQN : What will you miss
the most?
LB: I do think that this is
the best position I will have
in my career. I've said that
the role of the dean is to be
a servant to the people
within the school. As such, I
feel unbelievably lucky to be
in a position to have the
power and resources to help
people. I find that tremendously gratifying.
Being the dean of one of
the best law schools in the
United States has all the
components of the best life,
including very close contact
with an extraordinary
number of talented people
whom I have known well for
many years. To be able to
work with these people on a
daily basis and to have a real
possibility of friendship as
well are benefits you cannot
replicate outside an institution like this. That, together
with the excitement of law
and legal education - I
deeply regret that this time
has come to a close; it's
simply a fact of life that it
must.

Court on behalf of more than
seventy Nobel Prize-winning
scientists explaining how socalled "creation science"
deviates from the conventional practices of science.
Significantly, Lehman did
his work on the Nobelists'
brief while practicing law part
time. During his final two
years in practice, he became
his firm's first part-time
attorney in order to be at
home with his young children
while his wife, Diane, a 1982
Michigan Law graduate,
practiced at another law firm.
Since joining the faculty in
1987, Lehman has written
broadly on tax policy, welfare,
and urban issues. In 1990, he
drew national attention when
he published a 100-page
critical analysis of the Michigan Education Trust, the
state's prepaid tuition program. The article exposed
structural problems that leave
MET financially vulnerable.
Recently, he co-authored the
forthcoming book Corporate
Income Taxation with Professor
Douglas Kahn.
Lehman also was instrumental in creating a new law
school program in legal
assistance for urban communities. Through this program,
students learn about community economic development
law by providing supervised
legal advice and assistance to
Detroit community groups.
Unlike other clinical programs, it emphasizes business
law over litigation.
Dean Bollinger praised
Lehman's selection: 'The law

school is extremely fortunate
to have as its new dean a
person of such extraordinary
talents as Professor Lehman.
It is unusual for someone of

Professor Lehman's many
academic achievements to
also be so skillful at leading an
institution. This is a great
appointment.,,

mm

THE CHALLENGE:
Nurturing intellectual omnivores
Jeff Lehman's interdisciplinary perspective and focus
on the future are reflected in his vision for the law school:
He writes:

"At Michigan, we have three years to help a superbly talented
group of students prepare for a legal practice that never stan~ still.
What it means to be an attorney today is dif.ferent from what it
meant for me 10 years ago. Among other things, the profession is
coming to grips with the globalization of capital and labor markets,
the pressures of competition, the revolution in information
technology, and the recognition that professionals with children need
to maintain a sphere offamily life.
Law schools must help their students acquire skills and
knowledge that will not become obsolete the day after they graduate.
That means helping them develop the habits of critical reflection,
speculative generalization, and imaginative reorganization .that
have long been the stock in trade of a skilled attorney. And it m~ans
nurturing the values of honesty, dedication, tolerance, and public
service that undergird an admirable professional life.
But it seems to me that in today's world, one other character trait
is becoming central to first-class legal practice: a commitment to
constant intellectual growth and renewal. The best lawyers today
are intellectual omnivores, aggressively consuming whatever new
forms of knowledge might help their clients. Technological
innovation has spawned new modes of research, advocacy, and
client counseling. At the same time, new developments in finance
theory, in game theory - even in experimental psychology and
literary criticism - are being exploited by attorneys who advise,
advocate, and negotiate in the business world. The modem law
student must learn to relish such developments and must become
skilled at identifying how they can be brought to bear on practical
problems of professional life.
The University of Michigan Law School is today home to a
f acuity of unsurpassed quality - one that blends professional
distinction with an unparallelled breadth of connections to a worldclass research university. Michigan's challenge for the next five
years is to exemplify as an institution the very character trait we
most wish to cultivate in our students: we must continue to renew
ourselves. We must find new and ever more effective ways to
prepare our students for professional life, and we must continue to
nurture research that significantly enhances the development and
understanding of our legal order. It is an exciting time to be at
Michigan, and I am honored to have been selected to serve my law
school in this new way."
LAW QUADRANGLE NOTES
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lL wins a Pulitzer
Persistence and good writing helped former
Detroit News reporter Jim Mitzelfeld win a place
in the Law School's class of '96.
The same qualities won him a Pulitzer Prize
for beat reporting in April.

PHOTO BY DIANE WE!SSfTHE DETROIT NEWS
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Reporter-turned-law student Jim
Mitzelfeld (right) and fell ow reporter
Eric Freedman (left) celebrate
winning the Pulitzer Prize for beat
reporting with Robert Giles, Detroit
News editor and publisher.

Mitzelfeld and fellow
reporter Eric Freedman
shared the most prestigious
award in journalism for stories
that revealed fraud and
embezzelment at the Michigan
State legislature's House
Fiscal Agency.
The honor was a dream
come true in more ways than
one, because Mitzelfeld used
the Pulitzer nomination to
literally write his way into law
school. When he learned that
he was was denied admission,
he launched a letter campaign
to convince the admissions
office that he would make a
stellar student and a hardworking advocate for justice.
As evidence, he cited the
changes in government he'd
wrought with his expose and
its prize-winning potential:
"I can think of nothing greater
than to be sitting in one of
your classrooms next April
when the Pulitzer Prize
winners are announced and
find my name among the
winners. What a glorious day
that would be for both of us,"
he wrote.
It was, he admits, pure
blue-sky bravado. "I was
laying it on pretty thick. After
all, anybody can be nominated for a Pulitzer because
your paper enters your pieces,
and you never really think
you'll win," he says with a
grin. In fact, his decision to
leave journalism for law
school depended on what law
school he could get into;
others had accepted him, but
he had his his heart set on
Michigan and he was willing
to try just about anything legal
to get in.
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His appeals earned him
reconsideration. Meanwhile,
through the normal shuffling
of the admissions process,
places in the class opened up;
Mitzelfeld ultimately earned
one and enrolled in the fall of
1993.
Despite his persuasive
scenario, he was not in the
classroom when he learned he
won. Tipped off to the timing
of the announcement, he was
in the newsroom to celebrate
with Freedman, who already
has a law degree, and his
colleagues.
A few days after the
announcement, still in a state
of sleepless jubilation,
Mitzelfeld told LQN, This is
the thrill of a lifetime. It's
something every journalist
dreams about but you don't
ever think about actually
winning."
For five of his nine years as
a journalist, he covered the
state legislature, first for the
Associated Press and later for
the Detroit News' Lansing
bureau. His approach was
often investigative, and he's
known for his dedication to
digging out details of a story.
His bureau chief, Charlie
Cain, has called him a "bulldog" and "a man possessed"
when he is reporting.
He says he was working on
a run-of-the-mill, page B3
story when he got a tip that
led to the House Fiscal
Agency scandal. Eventually,
his stories revealed that
agency officials misspent $1.8
million in public funds. The
story led to the conviction of
five people. Agency director
John Morberg, who wrote
himself $50,000 bonuses from
the agency checkbook, pled

guilty to charges in April, and
others are still facing charges.
Rep. Dominic Jacobetti, a
longtime legislator who
chaired the committee that
oversaw the agency, was
removed from that post, and
the legislature ordered a
thorough audit and sweeping
reforms of its financial
practices after the story broke.
"It was an incredible story
in terms of how much it
changed government," he
reflects. "For a journalist, the
biggest payoff is how much of
a difference you can make with
a story. In a lot of ways, that is
more meaningful to me than
the winning the Pulitzer."
Ironically, Mitzelfeld, 32,
won the top prize in his field
after he left journalism for a

new career in law. He says it
was time to take a break from
reporting because he was
perhaps too devoted to it.
"I realized I was becoming
almost obsessive. I was at it 24
hours a day," he says, noting
that it left no time for the
family he and his wife would
like to start. His own drive
and the expectations he'd set
made it impossible to simply
slow down, so he switched
careers. He has absolutely no
regrets.
"I had no idea what to
expect from law school. I have
been completely blown away
by how interesting and how
much fun it is. It's terrific to
watch my professors think out
loud, and I'm in awe of my
rellow students. The intellec-

tual atmosphere is like
nothing I've experienced in
journalism," he says. He was
pleasantly surprised to find
that law and journalism
overlap often. "My writing
ability is so helpful, and I'm
surprised to find that word
choice is even more important
in law than in journalism," he
says.
Graduation is still two
years away, and he is not sure
where his career in law will
lead, but media law or
government law are possibilities. Because he thinks his
true talent lies more in
investigation than in writing,
he also thinks he might
become a prosecutor - "a
reporter with subpoena
power," he jokes.

67 land clerkships
Sixty-seven graduates will
be starting judicial clerkships
in the summer and fall of
1994. This is the second
largest number of clerkships
Michigan students have
obtained in any single year,
and continues a long-term
trend of improved clerkship
placements. The clerkship
class includes two 1993
graduates who will be clerking
for U.S. Supreme Court
justices.
David Kravitz, who is now
clerking for the Hon. Stephen
Breyer of the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the First Circuit,
will work for Justice Sandra
Day O'Connor. Gregory
Magarian, now with the Hon.
Louis F. Oberdorfer of the

U.S. District Court for the
District of Columbia, will
clerk for Justice John Paul
Stevens. A 1994 graduate,
Sean Gallagher, also has
accepted a Supreme Court
clerkship with O'Connor for
1995.
Seven May 1994 graduates
will clerk in supreme courts in
different states. According to
Professor Kent Syverud,
clerkship faculty advisor to
the class of 1994, this is a
response to an increase in
student applications to state
appellate courts.
Meanwhile, the secondyear students showed strong
interest in clerkships for
1995. About 160 students
applied for posts, and faculty
wrote well over 10,000 letters
of recommendation for
applicants, according to

Professor Deborah Malamud,
this year's clerkship advisor.
A final tally on hiring won't be
available until fall, but as of
April 1, placements were
ahead of the count at the same
time last year.
Students seeking clerkships
for 1995 had the advantage of
more precise, fact-based
advice this year, because
Malamud could tum to a
growing set of computer
databases to help students
assess their chances.
The Placement Office has
long kept a database of judges
offering clerkships and
another that records graduates' jobs, including
clerkships. Both of those have
been improved to capture
more information relevant to
the clerkship search. In
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addition, last year Syverud
started a complementary
database of students seeking
clerkships, which includes
information on applicants'
grade point averages, journal
status and clerking preferences.
The databases allow better
statistical analysis of clerkship
placement, said Malamud.
She can easily see placement
results by gender, minority
status, geographic area, grade
point average, or many other
variables.
"All of this is an advisory
tool," she explained. "If a
student comes in and says,
This is my grade point
average and I'm not on a
journal; what are my chances
of getting a clerkship with this
judge?' I can tum to the
computer on my desk and
give them a pretty good idea,"
she commented. "On an
average phone call or office
visit from a student, I'm
bouncing back and forth
between these three databases.
"Sometimes a student who
is clerking will call to let us
know about a vacancy with a
judge. Using the student
database, I can quickly figure
out if I have an applicant who
will fill the bill," Malamud
said.
Malamud noticed three
trends in clerkships. First;
more students are seeking a
second clerkship, moving
from a state court to a federal
district court or from a federal
district court to a court of
appeals post. Second,
clerkships are generally more
popular, so competition has
increased. Finally, more
judges are hiring permanent
clerks, reducing the number
of posts available.

Here is the list of new
clerks:
Jeffrey Alpern
Hon. Robert McLaren
Illinois Court of Appeals
Jeffrey Appelt
Michigan Court of Appeals
Julie Beck
Michigan Court of Appeals
Joshua Berman
Hon. Joel M. Flaum
U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Seventh Circuit
Mitchell Berman
Hon.]. Dickson Phillips Jr.
U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Fourth Circuit
Lisa Bernt
Hon. Daniel O'Hern
New jersey State Supreme Court
Thomas Byrne
Hon. David McKeague
United States District Court for the
Western District of Michigan
Mark Carpenter
Hon. James M. Sprouse
U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Fourth Circuit
Gary Chambon
Michigan Court of Appeals

David Dinielli
Hon. Cynthia H. Hall
U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit

Eric Grimm
Hon. john D. Rainey
U.S. District Court for the
Southern District of Texas

Noah Finkel
Hon. Nancy G. Edmunds
U.S. District Court for the
Eastern District of Michigan

Helena Hall
Hon. Allen T. Compton
Alaska State Supreme Court

Matthew Fischer
Hon. john A. Nordberg
U.S. District Court for the
Northern District of Illinois
Benson Friedman
Hon. Rya W. Zobel
U.S. District Court for the
District of Massachusetts
Karen Gaffke
Hon. Frederic N. Smalkin
U.S. District Court for the
District of Maryland
Sean Gallagher
Hon. Alex Kozinski
U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Ninth Circuit
Rachel Gandin
Hon. William]ohnson
New Hampshire State
Supreme Court
James Gehrke
Hon. James H. Brickley
Michigan State Supreme Court

Leslie Chang
Hon. Stewart Pollock
New jersey State Supreme Court

Heather Gerken
Hon. Stephen Reinhardt
U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit

Kimberly Clarke
Hon. Hugh Brenneman, Magistrate
U.S. District Court for the
Western District of Michigan

Barbara Gilbert
Hon. William H. Albritton III
U.S. District Court for the
Central District of Alabama

Leslie Collins
Hon. Anna Diggs Taylor
U.S. District Court for the
Eastern District of Michigan

Sarah Greden
Hon. Horace W. Gilmore
U.S. District Court for the
Eastern District of Michigan

Jill Dahlmann
Hon. Norma H. Johnson
U.S. District Court for the
District of Columbia

Joseph Grekin
Hon. James H. Brickley
Michigan State Supreme Court
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Peter Hardy
Hon. George Woods
U.S. District Court for the
Eastern District of Michigan
Stephen Hart
Hon. Kenneth Hoyt
U.S. District Court for the
Southern District of Texas
Jennifer Haskin
Hon. Douglas W. Hillman
U.S. District Court for the
Western District of Michigan
Karyn Johnson
Hon. Loretta A. Preska
U.S. District Court for the
Southern District of New York
Amy Judge
Hon. Sarah Evans Barker
U.S. District Court for the
Southern District of Indiana
Praveen Karnath
Hon. E. Norman Veasey
Delaware State Supreme Court
William Komaroff
Hon. Jerome Farris
U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit
Jeffrey Koppy
Hon. Suzanne Conlon
U.S. District Court for the Northern
District of Illinois
Ann Kraemer
Hon. Samuel Wilson
U.S. District Court for the
Western District of Virginia
Lauren Krasnow
Hon. Clarence Newcomer
U.S. District Court for the
Eastern District of Pennsylvania
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David Kravitz
Hon. Sandra Day O'Connor
United States Supreme Court
Nancy Laethem
Hon. Robert Cleland
U.S. District Court for the
Eastern District of Michigan
Beth Leibowitz
Michigan Court of Appeals
Cheryl Leighty
Hon. Cornelia Kennedy
U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Sixth Circuit
Andrew Levitt
Hon. Frank Battisti
U.S. District Court for the
Northern District of Ohio
Lisa Lodin
Michigan Court of Appeals
Gregory Magarian
Hon. john Paul Stevens
United States Supreme Court

Andrew Rosa
Hon. Thomas Penfield Jackson
U.S. District Court for the
District of Columbia

Cynthia Stroman
Hon. Emilio Garza
U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Fifth Circuit

Charles Wiggins
Hon. Robert E. Payne
U.S. District Court for the
Eastern District of Virginia

Michael Ross
Hon. Jerome Farris
U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit

Sonia Suter
Hon. john M. Walker Jr.
U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Second Circuit

Robert Wilson
Hon. Marilyn Rhyne Herr
Hunterdon County Civil
District Court

Rebecca Ross
Hon. Alan N. Bloch
U.S. District Court for the Western
District of Pennsylvania

Daniel Varner
Hon. Allan C. Page
Minnesota State Supreme Court

David Wissert
Hon. Wilfred P. Diana
New jersey Superior Court

Christopher Ware
Hon. john Feikens
U.S. District Court for the
Eastern District of Michigan

Susan Wittenberg
Hon. Francis D. Murnaghanjr.
U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Fourth Circuit

Kimberly Wehle
Hon. Charles Richey
U.S. District Court for the
District of Columbia

Katherine Wyman
Hon. Brent E. Dickson
Indiana State Supreme Court

Daniel Ruzumna
Hon. jay Waldman
U.S. District Court for the
Eastern District of Pennsylvania
Diane Smason
Hon. Bernard A Friedman
U.S. District Court for the
Eastern District of Michigan
Michelle Smith
Michigan Court of Appeals

Bryan Wells
l'lon. William Hoeveler
U.S. District Court for the
Southern District of Florida

Jill Major
Hon. Mildred Edwards
District of Columbia Superior Court
Monica Navarro
Hon. Julian A Cook Jr.
U.S. District Court for the
Eastern District of Michigan
Marilla Ochis
Hon. Raymond]. Pettine
U.S. District Court for the
District of Rhode Island
Mona Patel
Hon. Edmund V. Ludwig
U.S. District Court for the
Eastern District of Pennsylvania
Kathryn Rand
Hon. J.P. Stadtmueller
U.S. District Court for the
Eastern District of Wisconsin
Peter Reitan
Hon. Michael]. Melloy
U.S. District Court for the
Northern District of Iowa

Religion in schools In a friendly debate, Howard Simon (right), executive director of the
American Civil Liberties Union of Michigan, disagreed with "unabashed
Christian" Kenneth Starr over the proper level of religious expression in
public schools. Starr is a farmer U.S. solicitor general and former judge of
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit. Dean Lee Bollinger
moderated the debate, which was sponsored by the Christian Law Students
Association, the Federalist Society and the University's ACLU chapter.
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Cook lectures critique the media
The 1993 William W.
Cook Lectures on American
Institutions produced a rich
critical analysis of how the
media often fails at its historical role in the American
political process and of some
new ways in which it succeeds.
Roger Wilkins, A.B. '53,
].D . '56, a former journalist
and assistant U.S. attorney
general, debunked the myth
of objectivity in the news
media and lamented missing
perspectives, particularly that
of African Americans.
Kathleen Hall Jamieson,
dean of the Annenberg School
for Communication at the
University of Pennsylvania,
used video clips to show how
political campaign messages
are transmitted effectively in
new ways and unexpected
places like MTV.
Todd Gitlin, M.A. '66,
director of the Mass Communications Program at University of California at Berkeley,
argued that the current "moral
crusade" against violence in
the media is a surrogate for
seeking political solutions to
the much tougher social
problems wracking our
society.
The three distinguished
lecturers spoke to large
crowds at the 36th Cook
Lecture Series March 7-8.
Dean Lee Bollinger and jay
Rosen, an associate professor
of journalism at New York
University, joined them in a
wrap-up round table discussion that sought ways to
improve the media's role in
politics.
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Wilkins, now the Clarence
] . Robinson Professor of
History and American Culture
at George Mason University,
told audiences that he left law
school 40 years ago a happy
young man, buoyed by his
faith in First Amendment
freedom, Jeffersonian ideals of
democracy, and the 1954
Brown v. Board of Education
ruling that struck a decisive
blow to race discrimination.
"I've come back after 40 years
with quite a heavy heart,
saddened that our politics is
not as healthy as Mr. jefferson
might have hoped. The mass
media have failed in ways that
contribute to that," he said.
Commercialism and the
myth of objectivity prevent ..
the media from keeping
Americans fully informed
about public affairs, argued
Wilkins, who won a Pulitzer
prize for Watergate coverage
at the Washington Post. 'Tm
here to tell you I do not
believe in objectivity. Reporters are not blank slates," he
said. journalists' views and
values inevitably shape
choices that, in tum, shape
news. "Most news judgment
in the U.S. is exercised by
middle-aged, middle-class
white men. They are afflicted
with the powerful delusion
that their angle of vision is the
broadest view."
Whether he was working at
the Department of State or the
Department of justice, the
New York Times or in
academia, Wilkins said he
always viewed the world as a
Black American. "We do see
America differently than white
people do, and our view is not
reflected in the newspapers or
on TV," he said. "I think if
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you asked a Black person
what the biggest story about
Blacks was, the answer
wouldn't be Louis Farrakhan.
I think the answer would be
the lack of jobs. The second
biggest story wouldn't be
crime and violence; it would
be how hard we try [to
improve lives.]"
Wilkins, Gitlin, and Rosen
all noted the news organizations often fail to live up to
their oft-cited responsibility to
participatory democracy
because they have become big
businesses driven by commercial concerns. "The bottomline value in journalism is the
bottom line," Wilkins said.

Todd Gitlin

That means the media:
• Fire or don't hire those
with unorthodox, anticapitalist views, thus narrowing the spectrum of ideas put
forth for public consumption.
• Focus on the trivial and
the sensational (Whitewater,
Tonya Harding) and forsake
the dull (the HUD scandal,
Bonnie Blair's decade of
Olympic achievement).
Gitlin said market forces the media's drive to profit by
feeding the public tastes have driven violence on
screen to astonishing heights.
He personally loathes "the
blood spatters and car crashes
and body bags" and thinks the

BRIEFS
Kathleen Jamieson

media is justifiably criticized
for dishing out these images.
However, he believes the
recent public outcry to reduce
real-life violence by censoring
on-screen carnage is a symbolic crusade - one that
allows Americans to avoid the
"appalling political reality" of
societal problems.

ogerw·1 ·ns

"The links between media
images and violent acts are
weaker than recent headlines
would lead us to believe. I
can't believe the sheer extravagance of the alarms raised
recently about media violence
are justified by the violence
that results," Gitlin said.
Studies of children leave

Lee Bollinger

As the MTV
generation assumes
control of both the
media and the
politics, they maybring with them this
rapid-fire, image-based
communication style
they are comfortable
with and leave older
generations out
of the loop.
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little doubt that watching
violence reinforces aggression
- among aggressive children.
But, Gitlin pointed out,
"Correlation is not a cause.
When it comes to copycat acts
of violence echoing scenes
from TV or movies, it's
impossible to know if the
perpetrator would have found
some other way to commit
mayhem.
"To paraphrase the National Rifle Association,
images don't spill blood;
human emotions equipped
with guns spill blood. Poverty
is a bigger determinant of
violence. An increase in jobs
with decent wages would save
hundreds more lives than
violent media images cost,"
Gitlin stated.
"When liberals fulminate
against media violence, they
are looking for answers in the
wrong place. They are much
less interested in a war on
poverty, a war on guns, a war
to save the crumbling family.
They are on a feel-good
crusade, a moral panic
substituting for serious
political solutions to serious
problems. It's a costless, but
fruitless, approach."
Visual images may not
cause violence, but they do
convey political ideas effectively to a young audience,
according to Jamieson. The
author of several books
analyzing the media's role in
political campaigns, she noted
that in the 1992 presidential
race, music videos were a new
and important source of
propositional discourse about
the candidates.
"I contend that a debate of
sorts took place on MTV,
VHl, and the Nashville
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Network," she said. The last
two often aired Randy Travis'
"A Thousand Points of Light"
video, featuring George and
Barbara Bush and returning
Desert Storm veterans. MTV
countered with a rap tune
called "No Points of Light for
Me" and the satirical "Read
My Lips." After showing all
three videos, Jamieson
explained that her research
has turned up important
generational differences in the
messages received.
"When we show people
under age 30 these rap videos,
we find that they are processing the rapidly-paced images
faster and making more sense
of them. They have more
memory of the visual images
they've seen, and they ascribed more meaning to the
images they recall."
When shown the same
videos, 'Those over age 40
find it distracting, and they
need words in print over the
images to translate what they
are seeing. They need more
exposures to an image to
recall it afterward," she said.
They also question the
legitemacy of messages
delivered in this style, while
young audiences don't even
find the medium noteworthy.
As the MTV generation
assumes control of both the
media and the politics, they
may bring with them this
rapid-fire, image-based
communication style they are
comfortable with and leave
older generations out of the
loop. "Ultimately, what we
think is that there is a whole
range of ways to communicate
to younger audiences that
won't work for older groups,
and the opposite may be
true," she said. "Academics
studying political communica-
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tion can't ignore these
nontraditional media, or they
will lose sight of the next
generation entering politics."
At the concluding
roundtable discussion, Rosen
added to the critique of media
by naming four crises in
journalism: They are:
• economic, because the
media have lost viewers and
readers as they failed to
engage them in public
discourse;
• technological, because
journalists are very confused
about how to deal with new
forms of communication like
MTV and computer networks;
• intellectual, because no
one believes in objectivity, the
defining metaphor for journalism, but journalists don't
know what should replace
this notion; and
• spiritual, because the
people bringing us the news
have no idea what they are in
favor of. "They know what
they are against, but they have
no idea what kind of society
they want to bring about,"
said Rosen, who is media
editor of Tikkun magazine
and author of What Are
journalists For?
To overcome these crises,
journalism has to be rebuilt
from the ground up, Rosen
said. "The challenge to
journalism is to become the
most powerful argument for
citizenship. It should make
consistent, compelling
argument about why we
should be interested in public
affairs. "
Summing up the key
observations of the three
lecturers, Dean Lee Bollinger
asked, "What are the policy
implications? What kinds of
public regulation might bring

about the kind of media we
want and need?" Jamieson
suggested applying equal time
broadcast provisions and
campaign contribution
regulations to new formats
like the overtly political music
videos, which functioned
much like paid advertisements. Gitlin and Wilkins
called for more public broadcasting and free political
advertising to diminish the
power of money in politics.
The panelists agreed that
there are some things the
media can still do well. For
example, the 1992 presidential campaign offered some
improved coverage, particularly in televised town meetings when voters - not
reporters or politicians were allowed to ask questions.
Wilkins noted, "I've been
thinking as I've listened to our
lectures that we've been very
hard on journalists. We've
said that journalism trivializes
our politics, but we can tum
that around. Our politics is
trivial. Because the difference
between our two major
political parties has disappeared, politics is not a
serious debate of alternate
visions of society.
"We decry what we see in
the news and wish journalism
would tell us more, but as
Professor Gitlin has said,
there's a lot of stuff we don't
want to see," Wilkins said.
"We get the politics we
deserve."

- by Toni Shears
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Allen
outlines
threats to
'habits
of legality'

Former Michigan Law
School Dean Francis A. Allen
highlighted ways the ideal of
legality is threatened in the
1994 Thomas M. Cooley
Lectures.
Allen, a professor of law
and Huber C. Hurst Eminent
Scholar at the University of
Florida, delivered three
speeches April 4-6 under the
theme, 'The Habits of Legality: Criminal Justice and the
Rule of Law." His talks were
the 40th in the lectureship
series honoring Cooley, a
member of the first U-M law
faculty and a leading figure in
19th-century law.
In glowing introductions
for each talk, Dean Lee
Bollinger and Professors Terry
Sandalow and Carl Schneider
made it clear that there was
no one more qualified than

Frank Allen to explicate the
rule of law. As one of the
preeminent criminal law
scholars of our time, he has
graced the faculties of Northwestern, Harvard, Chicago,
Michigan and Florida in a
remarkable 46-year teaching
career. His ideas have not only
inspired thousands of students, but also influenced
legislation, judicial decisions,
criminal procedure, and the
American Law Institute's
Model Penal Code.
In his first lecture, Allen
explored the intellectual
foundation of the rule of law,
or the habits of legality. He
noted that the rule of law was
an ancient concept - an ideal
of civilized society in which
.law constrains the power of
rulers. "It is aimed at defining
relations between govern-

ments and citizens and among
each other," he said. Accordingly, it is a concept that
encompasses extraordinarily
broad areas of public activity
and many different meanings.
For example, in one interpretation, "the rule of law could
be no law at all, as in a system
where a ruler rules by pure
caprice."
A host of pressures constantly threaten to erode the
rule of law; one major source
of pressure discussed in
Allen's second talk was the
fear of crime: "Our fear of
overzealous prosecution is
overshadowed by our fear of
crime. Acute concerns about
crime have dominated public
and political life for more than
a generation." In a community
threatened by crime, international aggression, or terrorism,

"Our fear of
overzealous
prosecution is
over shadowed
by our fear of
crime. Acute
concerns about
crime have
dominated public
and political life
for more than a
generation."
-

FRANCIS
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Cos' jokes for a good cause
officials seek to exceed law or
invent new laws to control
these elements."
As a current example, Allen
pointed to the so-called war
on drugs. He called it "a threat
to legality in multifarious
ways." Through harsh sentencing guidelines, this drug
policy has increased incarceration, with a dwindling
emphasis on correction and
rehabilitation. Vigorous efforts
to prevent drug sales have
brought about deeper intrusions into intimate areas of
life. Zealous undercover drug
enforcement agents have
flirted with perjury and
entrapment, and too many
police officers have succumbed to the temptation of
both the drugs themselves and
the immense amounts of
money they bring. "The effect
has been to shrink constitutional rights and the rule of
law, for in many areas, the
fourth amendment's protection against unreasonable
search and seizure is the only
applicable law," Allen said.
In the war on drugs, the
element of charity underlying
key principles in our legal
system has been lost, Allen
explained. "Crimes are viewed
in terms of money. It is a war
that is not equal in its victims,
who are more Black than
white. Our posture toward
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drug use is punitive, not
preventive or rehabilitative.
Even medical uses of drugs
are treated harshly," he said.
By calling it a war, "we make
the criminals our enemies,
which downplays our responsibility for conditions contributing to drug use and related
crime."
Allen cited the revival of
the death penalty, with its
expensive, capricious, often
complex and incoherent
administration, as another
example of an assault on the
rule of law.
In his third lecture, Allen
focused on the decentralized
structure of the American ~
legal system as a threat to the
ideal of legality. "The American system is uniquely
fragmented. There is no single
institution responsible for the
efficiency and decency of
criminal justice," he noted.
Within any given geographical area, multiple
enforcement agencies administer the law, and each police
agency and prosecutor
exercises wide discretionary
power in pursuing justice. "As
a consequence, enforcement is
highly parochial, resistant to
reform, and weak in accountability."
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It's tough sending children
to college.
Nobody tells that truth
more comically than Bill
Cosby, who kept audiences
chuckling over the high
psychic and financial costs of
educating his offspring at a
benefit performance for the
Law School.
Ultimately, "An Evening
with Bill Cosby," held April
15 at Crisler Arena, will make
it much easier for some
students to attend the University of Michigan Law School.
The Cosby performance
launched the Law School's
Give Something Back
Leadership Program. The
program offers three-year, allexpense paid scholarships to
students who demonstrate not
only leadership and financial
need but also a desire to help
others like themselves.
During their years at Law
School, recipients will go back
to their communities to give
younger students a helping
hand or an encouraging word.
As role models and mentors,
they will encourage the
pursuit of higher education
and ambitious career goals.
The benefits of the Give
Something Back program are
far-reaching. It enhances the
ability of the Law School to
attract students who are
potential leaders. It gives
students greater leeway in
making career choices, since
the obligation of repaying
considerable debt is removed.
In addition, it provides one of
the finest legal educations in
the nation to some who might
otherwise find attending
Michigan beyond their means.

Cosby, who is known both
as an entertainer and a
humanitarian, contacted the
Law School to offer a benefit
performance that would
support a scholarship designed to encourage students
to give something back - to
help others as they themselves
had been helped. The Law
School arranged several ways
for fans to enjoy Cosby's
timeless humor and contribute to the cause. In addition
to arena seats, fans could, for
larger donations, purchase
tickets for tables near the
stage that included a prelude
supper and an encore reception.
An audience of all ages
heartily enjoyed Cosby's
thoughts on marriage, aging,
face lifts, expensive gifts, and
the challenges of educating a
daughter with a 1. 7 grade
point average. By the time she
graduated "thank you laude,"
he had spent $140,000. The
Ann Arbor audience roared
with appreciation when he
added that 60 percent of that
was for parking tickets on the
car he bought to help her get
to the library to raise her
grade point average.
Cosby is a star of television
and film, an author and
producer, and the best-selling
comedian of all time on
records, but he also is increasingly recognized for his
philanthropy. An advocate of
education, he is an active
trustee of his alma mater,
Temple University in Philadelphia. He earned a doctorate in
education in 1977 from the
University of Massachusetts.
His doctoral thesis dealt with
using his cartoon characters,

Bill Cosby joked about the high cost
of higher education while helping
to ease that burden for others.

Fat Albert and the Cosby
Kids, as a means for learning
in elementary school.
In concert, Cosby talked of
the love, understanding, and
advantages parents hope to
give their children from the
day they are born. In real life,
Cosby and his wife, Camille,
have given millions of dollars
to schools and colleges,
enhancing the future of many,
many children.
With the Give Something
Back Leadership Program,
Cosby has provided impetus
to create a circle of students
who will lead, serve and
mentor future generations of
leaders.
To contribute to the
Give Something Back
Leadership Program, write
to Development and Alumni
Relations at 721 S. State,
Ann Arbor, Mich. 481043071, or call (313) 998-7970.
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Bridge week examines ethics in all areas of law
First-year students explored the ethics of lawyering
across a variety of types of
practice during a winter term
bridge week.
During the week, students
examined legal ethics in the
contexts of civil procedure,
negotiation, criminal defense
and prosecution, the large law
firm, public interest law and
the judiciary. Visiting speakers
and faculty drew issues for
discussion from documentary
films, "L.A. Law" episodes,
prominent cases, scholarly
articles, and war stories from
their careers.
The result was an especially
rich and nuanced examination
of ethics, said Heidi Li
Feldman, assistant professor
of law, who coordinated the
bridge week along with David
Luban, the Morton & Sophia
Macht Professor of Ethics at
the University of Maryland.

Bridge weeks are a key
feature of the New Section, a
program that offers one-fourth
of the first-year students a
more multidisciplinary
approach to standard courses
and more frequent evaluation.
During the week, normal
classes are suspended while
students meet with a wide
array of experts to discuss a
specific, current issue across
the boundaries of normal
courses.
Luban, the author of
several books on legal ethics
and professional responsibility, noted, "Legal ethics
courses are unique in law
school because ethics is the
only thing that comes into
every form of legal practice.
The idea of a bridge week that
uses ethics as the bridge to
build links between courses is
just perfect."
Professor Sam Gross

..

launched the week with a talk
on how the adversarial system
of law shapes lawyers' conduct. Luban and judge
William Schwarzer, director
of the Federaljudicial Center,
continued that theme with
specific emphasis on civil
procedure.
Schwarzer, a key player in
efforts to reform the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure,
discussed how discovery rules
were changed to limit excessive litigation. He also debunked the notion that
lawyers must practice deception to be an effective advocate for a client. "Your most
important asset in the courtroom is your credibility. If
you make an argument that
stretches the truth or disregard facts, the chances are
that the judge or jury will see
right through you. You are
most effective by making an

argument that can be believed."
To explore the line between being a good advocate
and an accessory to crimes,
Harris Weinstein, formerly
chief counsel of the Office of
Thrift Supervision, discussed
OTS' case against Kaye,
Scholer, Fierman, Hays &
Handler. According to
Weinstein, the firm's aggressive representation of the
financially troubled Lincoln
Savings & Loan before federal
bank regulators may have
crossed that line. After
Lincoln failed, OTS sued the
firm for $275 million for
misrepresenting the extent of
the thrift's insolvency and
froze the firm's assets to
recover losses.
Lincoln Caplan, author of
several books and articles on
the legal profession, talked
about the ethical world of the

70th Campbell
Competition (From left) Jim Greiner and]on
Hacker delivered the winning brieff or
the respondent in a case that closely
resembled the DeBoer adoption
dispute in the 1994 competition.
Serving as Supreme Court justices f or
moot court were the Hon. Christine
Durham, Supreme Court of Utah;
Hon. Anthony ]. Scirica.].D. '65, U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Third
Circuit; and Hon. Richard Bilby.].D.
'58, U.S. District Court, Arizona.
Sean Hecht and Peter Beckerman
were counsel f or the petitioners .
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Lowe leaves the Law School
large law firm, and Lucie
White, a law professor at the
University of California-Los
Angeles, discussed the issues
faced by public interest
lawyers.
The bridge week blended
traditional classroom discussions with many other kinds
of teaching materials and
activities. Professor William
Miller's overview of the ethics
of negotiation followed an
independent negotiation
exercise. Carol Steiker, a
Harvard Law School assistant
professor and a former
Washington public defender,
used clips from "Anatomy of a
Murder" and "L.A. Law" to
explore issues such as client
perjury and the ethical limits
of cross-examination. Professor Debra Livingston shared
with students a list of 12
ethically questionable
prosecutorial actions compiled by a friend she had
worked with at the U.S.
Attorney's Office in Manhattan. The list showed "a fair
amount of deception and
coercion," she observed.
Carrie Menkel-Meadow, also a
law professor at UCLA,
showed a tape of a settlement
conference that highlighted
ethical conflicts for a judge.
Feldman introduced some
themes from moral philosophy in a lecture on virtue
ethics and lawyers' ethics.
Said Feldman, "We tried to
experiment with a range of
media and activities, and we
found that each type of
activity enhanced and built
upon the others." She added,
"When it comes to ethics, I
think the real drama is when
· you see real human beings

confronted with real issues.
Therefore, we tried to situate
discussions of ethical issues in
the settings in which they
arise, like public interest legal
practice or negotiation."
Luban told students that
the existing codes and canons
of professional ethics are
largely voluntary, and those
that are mandatory are not
often enforced. Often, violations that result in discipline
are related to substance abuse
problems. Students, apparently well aware of the
demands of high-pressure law
practice, asked Luban how to
avoid the twin risks of
substance abuse and unethical
actions.
Luban, Steiker and other
visitors said they were
extremely impressed with
students' participation and
sharp perceptions. "I was
laying out arguments that I've
worked on for 15 years, so I
know where all the weak
points are. In 10 minutes, the
students found them all,"
Luban said.
The bridge week was
supported with funds from
the W.M. Keck Foundation,
which awarded the Law
School an $300,000 grant in
1993 to develop ethics
programs.

Jonathan Lowe is leaving
the law school after a decade
of fund raising for the Law
School Fund. He will become
director of planned giving
with the United Jewish
Foundation of Metropolitan
Detroit in June.
Lowe, j.D. '76, joined the
staff in 1984 as director of law
school relations, and was
named assistant dean for law
school relations in 1986. "At
that time, I was a one-man
development office with some
administrative help," he
recalls. Under his stewardship, contributions to the Law
School Fund increased from
$.1 million to $2 .5 million
annually.
This was vital because at
the same time, the school's
financial support shifted to
resemble that of a private
school, with operating funds
coming only from tuition,
gifts and endowments. The
fund's growth "allowed the
school to withstand a lot of
financial uncertainty," Lowe
said.
More recently, as director
of planned giving, he worked
with alumni to arrange
charitable trusts, planned
gifts, and bequests that both
benefit the donor and help
ensure the future of the Law
School.
Lowe also was instrumental
in establishing the alumni
reunion program. Initially, he
set up a support system to
assist classes that planned
their own reunions. "Over
time, we've built that framework into a full-fledged
substantive program, so that

reunions are expected events,
something that graduates can
look forward to attending
every five years."
One of the most rewarding
among his many successful
fund-raising efforts was the
classroom renovation project.
"One of my personal highlights was the dedication of
Room 100 as the Jason L.
Honigman Auditorium.
Working with the family and
the firm to bring that celebration to fruition and sharing
the joy of that occassion with
Jason was just wonderful," he
recalled.
In his new post, Lowe will
market planned gifts and
bequests and help manage
funds for the endowment arm
of the Jewish Federation of
Metropolitan Detroit. The
United Jewish Foundation
supports many Jewish agencies dedicated to community
needs, including vocational,
health, education, and family
services. As he did at the Law
School, he will work to ensure
the future of the Detroit
Jewish community through
planned gifts and endowment
support.
Lowe and his family will
move to Bloomfield Hills. "It's
a bittersweet move," he noted.
"I'll miss many friends in the
Law School community, but
I'm excited about the challenges of my new position."
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Civil rights movement must shift issues
Economic issues should be
the focus of the civil rights
movement today, according to
panelists at the Black Law
Students Alliance's fifth
annual symposium held at the
Law School April 9.
The symposium was called
"Civil Rights in the 1990s:
Where are we? Where should
we go?" Centerpiece of the
program was a panel discussing the question, "Is civil
rights the proper focus for
today's African American?"
The answer from four
panelists was that the civil
rights movement should be
refocused, not abandoned.
It must move beyond traditional issues such as access to
the political process and
education.

"I don't think the civil
rights movement is a movement any longer. That ended
in the late 1960s, because the
goals set out were by and
large achieved through laws
that made most forms of
discrimination illegal," said
Theodore Shaw, a professor at
the law school now on leave
to serve as associate directorcounsel to the NAACP Legal
Defense Fund.
While civil rights organizations still receive more
traditional discrimination
complaints than they can
handle, the key issues for the
rest of this century and the
next are the more subtle,
intractable problems caused
by economic effects of racism.
"We can't continue to live in a

Social Justice James Chaffers and Gail Nomura argued for ideals with justice at the Law
School's Martin Luther King Day panel discussion. Also participating were
Sharon McPhail, a Wayne County prosecutor who ran for mayor of Detroit in
1993, and Rick Olguin, a professor of social sciences at North Seattle
Community College.
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country divided not only by
Black and white but by have
and have not. That gap is
wider than ever before," Shaw
said. If it's not halted, "that
growing disparity will render
the social fabric," he added.
He told students in the
audience, "The law won't play
much of a role in these
economic differences; they'll
have to be addressed politically. As future lawyers, you
have to look beyond the law.
It's not what you'll do in the
courtroom; it will be the
leadership you take in the
community that makes a
difference. I don't care if you
call it civil rights or call it
something else. The issues
we're facing now are just as
pressing, and they require

action from people like you."
Action was Jacqueline
Berrien's theme, too. The
voting rights litigator with the
Lawyer's Commission for Civil
Rights Under Law said she
often wonders whether her
traditional civil rights role is
the best way to serve African
Americans. Last summer, it
was a personal tragedy that
made her question whether
she was attacking the right
problems.
While winding up a voting
rights case in one of the
poorest parishes of Louisana,
she heard that back home in
Brooklyn, the 17-year-old son
of a friend was shot to death
outside his home. "I had to
ask myself, if this is going on
where I live, what am I doing
in Louisiana fighting for
voting rights?"
Her answer was that it was
not an either/or choice
between civil rights litigation
and social action that benefits
African Americans more
directly. "I see by the calls for
assistance to our organization
that there is plenty of need for
litigation, but that's clearly not
the end of the agenda. The
civil rights movement must
become a movement in a
different sense: not static,
aware of emerging issues and
able to listen and shift to meet
new needs that arise," Berrien
said.
The third panelist, U.S.
Rep. Harold Ford of Tennessee, said that he and other
African American members of
Congress fight for civil rights
every day. Their method is
legislation that attempts to
correct failed policies that
have impoverished millions.

BRIEFS

U.S. Rep. Maxine Waters

CLARIFICATION
Law Quadrangle Notes would like to clarify that Marian
Faupel, the attorney who represented Dan and Cara Schmidt
in the Baby Jessica custody battle, did not participate in the
DeBoer Dilemma bridge week because she was not invited to
speak. From the bridge week story in the Spring 1994 issue,
readers may have inferred that Ms. Faupel declined to speak.
Ms. Faupel reports that had she been invited, she would have
gladly participated. In fact, she has twice accepted student
invitations to speak at the Law School about the case.

Ron Daniels, executive
director of the Center for
Constitutional Rights, argued
for a new plank in the civil
rights platform: reparations
for African Americans economically victimized by
discrimination. "I am n ot at all
persuaded that we will be able
to shift our position in society
on our own, so I'm proposing
that our new economic
agenda must include reparations, " he said.

The economic solutions
that the panelists suggested
are closely linked to the
problems of urban communities, which another symposium panel discussed.
A third panel debated
the efficacy of the Voting
Rights Act.
To conclude the symposium, U.S. Rep. Maxine
Waters of California gave the
keynote Civil rights-address at
BLSA's annual Butch Carpenter Scholarship Banquet.

SFF success The law school halls were ablaze this spring with poster pleas
for donations to the Student Funded Fellowship. The f und
supports students who pursue unpaid summer jobs in many areas
of public interest law. The biggest poster of all shows that the
vigorous campaign was successful, bringing in pledges of almost
$50,000. Combined with proceeds from an auction, casino night,
alumni donations and the Law School's generous contribution, the
fund will grant fellowships to about 60 applicants.
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